Exciting Testimonies From Bethel Sozo Ministry
As part of the Bethel Sozo Ministry team here in the Highlands we want to say thank you to all
those who have allowed us to share in their journey of restoration and restitution. As part of
Bethel’s culture of honour we have not mentioned names or dates.
“My first sozo was a fantastic experience. To hear the truth, speak and send the lies that I
believed packing. Jesus showed up and has set me free and let me see what a faithful, loving,
fun friend He is and compelled me to involve Jesus in every circumstance.”
“I took the bull by the horns and reluctantly made an appointment. I can’t remember all that
happened but the Holy Spirit highlighted areas that had become barriers that had stopped me
from expressing my emotions. I would like to express that the Lord was central at all time and it
is the Holy Spirit that they minister. It was a much shorter session than I thought it would be. At
the end of the session I can remember being told that I will be able to grieve now. I felt the
session with sozo was a real watershed and the breakthrough which I needed.
“The knowledge that I have been freed from past generational sins and that I have received and
given forgiveness in the name of Jesus. Part of me was amazed how quickly we got to the root
of the stuff I had been carrying for a long time. I have been aware of it and have sought healing
- but the ministry you offer feels like a final jigsaw piece that has been put in place.”
“Freedom in Christ, not carrying historic stuff about that I didn’t know or realize, also a clear
understanding of the depth of God. Thank you so much. Sozo is very much an opening ministry
but I can’t think of anything that opens doors and heals as it does in such a powerful way. God
at work. Fascinating the journey it takes you on.”
“During the session we were asking God for healing for a specific issue but nothing seemed to
be happening. We asked God if there was anything that was stopping the healing from coming
through. Almost immediately I got a picture of a cigarette burning in an ashtray. I described this
to the sozo team and they prayed for healing of my addiction to smoking and continued with
the rest of the session. During the following days I smoked but didn’t enjoy it. The cigarettes
made me feel sick. Then I was away on a week long course with work colleagues and I had no
desire to have a cigarette. I was able to say no and was asked how did I manage to give up
smoking? I told them it was all down to the power of God & I give God the glory for healing me
from addiction to smoking.”
“Had lost my confidence and was striving to find ways to come closer to God. Feel closer, more
confident in hearing Him, more confident about having a voice to tell others about Him.”
“Already feel much ‘lighter’ more confident & released and more able to move effectively into
the new things I know God has line up for me. This should be mandatory for all new Christians!
Definitely recommended (even on a regular basis) for all those in ‘front line’ ministry out with
the local church"

“Forgiving people, being cut free, free from fear. Was an amazing session was blown away.
Really, really interested in doing the Sozo training.”
“I am a totally new being. There is no area of my life which has not benefitted from this
experience and I am so thankful I had a sozo.”

